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Abstract

By storing the successive versions of a document in
an incremental fashion, XML repositories and data ware-
houses achieve (i) the efficient preservation of critical infor-
mation, and (ii) the ability of supporting historical queries
on the evolution of documents and their contents. In this
paper, we present efficient techniques for managing multi-
version document histories and supporting powerful tem-
poral queries on such documents. Our approach consists in
(i) concisely representing the successive versions of a doc-
ument as an XML document that implements a temporally
grouped data model, and (ii) using XML query languages,
such as XQuery, to express complex queries on the content
of a particular version, and on the temporal evolution of
the document elements and their contents. We show that
the data definition & manipulation framework of XML &
XQuery can support temporal models and historical queries
significantly better than the traditional framework of Rela-
tional Tables & SQL. To demonstrate this point, we investi-
gate how to express complex queries on the history of rela-
tional tables published as XML data.

1 Introduction

Version management and temporal queries will find im-
portant applications in the next generation of web informa-
tion systems. A first application domain is XML document
archives and digital libraries. Indeed the computing tech-
nology that makes digital repositories possible also makes
it very easy to revise the documents and publish their re-
vised versions on the Web. To avoid loss of critical in-
formation and achieve e-permanence, old versions must be
preserved. In the future, we can expect that ‘e-permanence’
standards will be established for critical Web sites of public
interest [5].

A first approach to preserve the content of successive
document versions, is storing each version as a separate

document. But this is very undesirable because of (i) stor-
age inefficiency, (ii) explosion of hits on content-based
searches, and (iii) difficulty of answering queries on the
evolution of a document and its content. Therefore, in this
paper, we propose XML-based techniques whereby a multi-
version document is managed as a unit, and successive ver-
sions are represented by their delta changes to optimize stor-
age utilization, and support efficiently complex historical
queries on the evolution of the document and its elements
(e.g., abstract, figures, bibliography, etc.).

Similar problems and opportunities occur in warehous-
ing applications, where the need for Temporal Data Ware-
houses is well-established [39, 30]. Furthermore, as we
move from traditional inter-company warehouses to intra-
company warehouses, reliance on XML and Web-based en-
vironments is bound to grow. A related new trend is Web
warehouses designed to collect contents from Web sites
of interest, and monitor them at regular intervals to de-
tect changes and provide subscribed services to commu-
nity of users [28]. Typical services provided include (i)
detecting changes from the previous version, (ii) forward-
ing significant deltas to subscribers, (iii) answering con-
tinuous queries over the stream of changes, (iv) retrieving
old versions, and (v) supporting historical and trend analy-
sis queries. Thus, we focus on information systems, such
as digital libraries and Web warehouses, that support so-
phisticated change management and temporal queries for
focused application domains. This differentiates our web
warehouses and digital archives from systems, such as the
Wayback machine, which are primarily interested in pre-
serving old snapshots of the global Web [25], rather than on
providing sophisticated information services.

In addition to these new applications of version manage-
ment, we find the more traditional ones, such as software
configuration and cooperative work [1, 36]. As these appli-
cations migrate to a Web-based environment, they increas-
ingly use XML for representing and exchanging informa-
tion, often seeking standard vendor-supported tools for pro-



cessing and exchanging their XML documents.
The importance of version management has been fully

recognized by XML standard groups [1], but because of the
difficult research issues that remain open, standards have
not been issued yet. This current situation provides a win-
dow of opportunity to solve the technical challenges and lay
the foundations for this important piece of Web information
systems technology.

The first problem that must be addressed is how to rep-
resent a multiversion document as an XML document that
(i) can be viewed by conventional XML browsers at remote
sites, and (ii) can support complex queries, including tem-
poral ones, expressed in standard XML query languages,
such as XQuery [2]. For instance, the reference-based rep-
resentation proposed in [15] achieves the first objective but
falls short of the second one. On the other hand, the model
based on durable node numbers and document shredding
presented in [17] was proven effective at delivering good
performance at the physical level [16]; however the problem
of how to represent the version history as XML document
for querying and/or forwarding it to a remote browser was
never solved.

Therefore, the question of what data representation
should be used for time-changing content constitutes a dif-
ficult problem—also one that greatly influences the de-
sign of the temporal query language to be used. For rela-
tional databases, more than forty different approaches were
counted [40], each featuring a different combination of a
temporal data model and query language. Although the de-
sign space of alternatives has been so extensively explored,
as today, no temporal data model and query language exists
which is generally accepted in the research community, or
supported by major vendors.

However, as shown in [37], the troublesome experience
of relational systems with temporal information is due to
the flat structured relational tables, and it does not necessar-
ily carry over to XML, which, e.g., supports a temporally
grouped data model that has long been recognized as the
most natural and expressive for temporal information [21].

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
previous work. Section 3 proposes our new scheme to
represent XML document changes and support complex
queries. Section 4 discusses the advantages to apply our
scheme to XML-published relational data. Efficient imple-
mentations are discussed in Section 5 and Section 6 con-
cludes the paper.

2 Previous Work

The problem of document history management com-
bines the issues of document version management and tem-
poral databases, for which a large number of models and
techniques have been proposed. We will briefly discuss

these topics with a focus on the representation of temporal
XML documents.

Temporal XML Representation. A valid tag for
XML/XHTML documents is proposed in [26] to support
valid time on the Web, thus temporal visualization can
be shown on web browsers. A data model is proposed
for temporal XML documents in [6]. In this approach,
XML queries can be supported in DOM or XPath after
these have been suitably extended. Similarly, TTXPath [22]
is extension of XPath data model and query langauge to
support transaction time semantics. (We instead support
XPath/XQuery without any extension to XML query lan-
guages or data models in our approach.)

An interesting archiving technique for scientific data is
presented in [9], a scheme based on an extension of the
SCCS [31] scheme. In [9], a document is viewed as an
unordered set of elements, and an in-depth discussion is
presented on how to uniquely identify and retrieve ele-
ments by their logical keys; however support for queries
(historical or otherwise) is not discussed. Moreover, ele-
ments have timestamps only if they are different from the
parent nodes, a fact that complicates the task of writing
queries in XPath/XQuery. In this paper, we will introduce a
scheme that presents several similarities to [9], but provides
full support for XML query languages such as XPath and
XQuery.

For an XML Warehouse, Web sites of interest are pe-
riodically consulted, and the difference between the latest
version and the previous one is computed as edit scripts for
storing and querying multiversion documents. Some of the
efficient change detection algorithms are briefly discussed
next.

Change Detection. LaDiff [11] is a change detection al-
gorithm for semistructured information, and approaches the
problem by dividing it into (i)the Good Matching problem
and the (ii) Minimum Conforming Edit Script problem. A
diff algorithm XyDiff for XML documents is proposed in
[28, 23]. To match the largest identical parts of both doc-
uments, the algorithm utilizes ID attribute information, and
a signature and a weight is computed for each node from
bottom-up. X-Diff [38] detects changes in XML docu-
ments based on an unordered model, which applies to pub-
lished relational data. By utilizing node signatures and node
XHash values, the algorithm tries to find the minimum-cost
matching.

Different approaches for supporting multiversion docu-
ments use different schemes for storing these deltas on sec-
ondary storage and processing them for version reconstruc-
tion and query execution. These are discussed next.

Managing the Deltas. The RCS [35] scheme stores the
most current version plus reverse editing scripts to retrieve
previous versions. An improvement to RCS was proposed



in [14], which introduced a temporal clustering scheme to
improve the efficiency of retrieving past versions from sec-
ondary store. These approaches lack an efficient logical rep-
resentation to support complex queries [14]. RBVM [15]
unifies the logical representation and the physical one, and
objects that remain unchanged are stored as references to
the objects in old versions. However, this scheme can only
handle simple queries; in fact, different storage representa-
tions are needed for more complex queries [17, 16]. An-
other scheme often used in the past for version control is
SCCS [31]. In SCCS, each text segment is clustered with
all its successive changes; also pairs of timestamps are asso-
ciated with the segments and their changes to specify their
lifespans. Version retrieval is performed by scanning the
file and retrieving valid segments according to timestamps.
At the physical level, this is a source of much inefficiency,
since reconstruction of a single version now requires the
complete scan of the file which becomes large and larger as
successive versions are added. The addition of indexes [31],
only improves the situation to a point, since the segments
belonging to the same version are not clustered together;
thus retrieving a version can require accessing a different
page for each of its segments [14].

Temporal Databases The management of multiple
database versions has received much attention under the
topic of transaction-time temporal databases [40]. A large
number of temporal data models was studied and the de-
sign space for the relational data model has been exhaus-
tively explored [29]. Clifford et al. [21] classified them as
two main categories: temporally ungrouped and temporally
grouped. Temporal groups are however difficult to support
in the framework of flat relations and SQL.

Object-oriented temporal models are compared in [32],
and a formal temporal object-oriented data model is pro-
posed in [10]. The problem of version management in
object-oriented and CAD databases has receive a significant
amount of attention [8, 24]. However, support for temporal
queries is not discussed, although query issues relating to
time multigranularity were discussed in [12]. Schema ver-
sioning represents another important topic frequently dis-
cussed in the context of object-oriented databases [40].

3 A Logical Model for Versions

For all the shortcomings of SCCS scheme at the physical
level, we will show next that the scheme has some redeem-
ing quality at the logical level. These are not obvious in
conventional systems, where the basic document segments
managed by SCCS are lines of text. In this situation, the
multiversion document generated by SCCS lacks any ob-
vious logical structure. However, when applied to the ele-
ments of a well-structured XML document, the basic SCCS

scheme can be adapted to produce a well-structured XML
document that can be used to (i) display the version history
of the document on a Web browser, and (ii) express com-
plex queries on the document and its evolution. Later in the
paper, we will show that there is a simple mapping between
this representation and the SPaR-based storage scheme pro-
posed in [27]. This provides an answer to most performance
related issues.

We now discuss how to summarize and represent the suc-
cessive versions of a document as an XML document, called
a V-Document (Figure 2), upon which complex queries and
temporal queries can be specified using languages such as
XPath or XQuery. In a V-Document each element is as-
signed with two attributes vstart and vend, which represent
the valid version interval (inclusively) of the element. In
general, vstart and vend can be version numbers or times-
tamps: vstart represents the initial version when the element
is first added to the XML document, and vend represents
the last version in which such an element is valid. After
the vend version, the element is either removed or changed.
The value of vend can be set to now, to denote the ever-
increasing current version number. It is clear that the ver-
sion interval of an ancestor node always contains those of
its descendant nodes.

There are significant advantages of our scheme, includ-
ing the following:

• There is no storage redundancy for multiple ver-
sion documents, since identical nodes are temporally
grouped and represented by valid version intervals;

• The changes are naturally represented with an auto-
matically generated DTD which preserves the hierar-
chical structure of the original XML document; and

• Temporal queries and other complex queries can be
easily expressed on V-documents using standard XML
query languages.

3.1 Change Management

We now consider a very simple document and its succes-
sive versions as shown in Figure 1.

For simplicity, the following primitive change operations
are considered: DELETE, INSERT and UPDATE. (Opera-
tions such as MOVE or COPY can be reduced to these).
The change of an element is determined by XML-Diff al-
gorithms. The following is the effect of performing each
operations:
UPDATE. When an element is considered updated, a new
element with the same name will be appended immediately
after the original element; the attribute vstart of this new
element is set to the current version number, and the at-
tribute vend is set to the special symbol ‘now’ that repre-
sents the ever-increasing current version number. The vend



<document> <!--comment: This is version 1 -->
<chapter no="1">

<title>Introduction</title>
<section>Background</section>
<section>Motiviation</section>

</chapter>
</document>
<document > <!--comment: This is version 2 -->

<chapter no="1">
<title>Introduction and Overview</title>
<section>Background</section>
<section>History</section>

</chapter>
<chapter no="2">

<title>Related Work</title>
<section>XML Storage</section>

</chapter>
</document>
<document> <!--comment: This is version 3-->

<chapter no="1">
<title>Introduction and Overview</title>
<section>Background</section>
<section>History</section>

</chapter>
<chapter no="2">

<title>Related Work</title>
<section>XML Indexing</section>

</chapter>
</document>

Figure 1. Sample Versioned XML Documents

attribute of the old element is set to the last version before it
was changed. The change of an element is not viewed as a
change of its ancestors, unless the ancestors themselves are
changed. This is consistent with the results produced by the
XML-Diff algorithms, where the only deltas listed are those
of the changed elements.
INSERT. When a new element is inserted, that element is
inserted into the corresponding position in the V-Document;
the vstart attribute is set to the current version number, and
vend is set to now.
DELETE. When an element is removed, the only informa-
tion that must be changed is the vend attribute; this is set to
the last version where the element was valid.

3.2 Handling Attributes

In the previous examples, we have assumed that the
elements of our document contain no attribute. Elements
containing attributes can be easily supported in our V-
Document by representing each attribute by a subelement
denoted by a special flag attribute isAttr. For instance, if
the employee element contains the attribute empno then
we represent them as follows:
<empno isAttr="yes" vstart="1996-01-01"
vend="now">e1</empno>
This transformation, and also the inverse transformation
from child element to attribute, is simple and can be

implemented in XQuery or XSLT [3].

3.3 DTD of the V-Document

One significant advantage of our scheme is that it keeps
the hierarchical structure of original XML documents, and
it has a well-defined DTD for the V-Document. For exam-
ple, the original DTD of the employee XML document from
the Web is shown in Figure 3. The DTD of V-Document
can be automatically generated as follows (Figure 4). Each
element is added two new attributes vstart and vend; an at-
tribute of an element will be converted as a child element;
and child elements are set as repeatable for different version
intervals.

4 Complex Queries

Using our change representation scheme, complex
queries can be expressed easily. The following is a list of
queries expressed on XQuery [2]. All queries were tested
with Quip [4], an XQuery engine implemented by Soft-
wareAG.

QUERY 1. Snapshot queries: retrieve the version of the
document on 2002-01-03:

for $e in document("V-Document.xml")



<document vstart="2002-01-01" vend="now">
<chapter vstart="2002-01-01" vend="now">

<no isAttr="yes" vstart="2002-01-01" vend="now">1</no>
<title vstart="2002-01-01" vend="2002-01-01">Introduction</title>
<title vstart="2002-01-02" vend="now">Introduction and Overview</title>
<section vstart="2002-01-01" vend="2002-01-01">Motivation</section>
<section vstart="2002-01-01" vend="now">Background</section>
<section vstart="2002-01-02" vend="now">History</section>

</chapter>
<chapter vstart="2002-01-02" vend="now">

<no isAttr="yes" vstart="2002-01-02" vend="now">2</no>
<title vstart="2002-01-02" vend="now">Related Work</title>
<section vstart="2002-01-02" vend="2002-01-02">XML Storage</section>
<section vstart="2002-01-03" vend="now">XML Indexing</section>

</chapter>
</document>

Figure 2. XML Representation of Versioned Document

<!ELEMENT document (chapter)*>
<!ELEMENT chapter (title, (section)*)>
<!ATTLIST chapter no CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT title (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT section (#PCDATA)>

Figure 3. DTD of original XML documents

/document
return snapshot( $e,"2002-01-03")

Here, snapshot($node, $versionTS) is a recursive
XQuery function that checks the version interval of the
element and only returns the element and its descendants
where vstart ≤ versionTS ≤ vend.

QUERY 2. Change queries: retrieve the unchanged ele-
ments between the version on 2002-01-01 and the version
on 2002-01-03:

for $e in document("V-Document.xml")
/document

return diff-identical(
$e,"2002-01-01","2002-01-03")

Here diff-identical($node, $version1TS, $version2TS) is
another recursive XQuery function that returns the element
and its descendants where vstart ≤ version1TS ≤ vend

and vstart ≤ version2TS ≤ vend.

QUERY 3. Evolutionary queries: find the history of the
title of chapter 1:

for $title in document("V-Document.xml")
/document/chapter[no="1"]/title

return $title

QUERY 4. Continuous queries: find titles that didn’t
change for more than 2 consecutive years.

for $title in document("V-Document.xml")
/document/chapter/title

let $duration := substract-dates(
$title/@vend, $title/@vstart)

where dayTimeDuration-greater-than(
$duration, "P730D")

return $title

QUERY 5 and 6 in the following show the support of
since and until connectives, a first-order temporal logic ex-
tension [20].

QUERY 5. A Since B: find chapters in which section “His-
tory” remains unchanged since the version when the title
was changed to “Introduction and Overview”.

for $ch in document("V-Document.xml")
/document/chapter

let $title := $ch/title[
title="Introduction and Overview"]

let $sec := $ch/section[section="History"]
where not empty($title) and not empty($sec)

and $sec/@vstart = $title/@vend
and $sec/@vend ="now"

return $ch

QUERY 6. A Until B: find chapters in which the title didn’t
change until a new section “History” was added.

for $ch in document("V-Document.xml")
/document/chapter

let $title := $ch/title[1]



<!ELEMENT document (chapter)*>
<!ATTLIST document vstart CDATA #REQUIRED vend CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT chapter ( (no)*, (title)*, (section)* )>
<!ATTLIST chapter vstart CDATA #REQUIRED vend CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT no (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST no isAttr CDATA #IMPLIED vstart CDATA #REQUIRED vend CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT title (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST title vstart CDATA #REQUIRED vend CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT section (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST section vstart CDATA #REQUIRED vend CDATA #REQUIRED>

Figure 4. DTD of V-Document

let $sec := $ch/section[section="History"]
where not empty($title) and not empty($sec)

and $title/@vend = $sec/@vstart
return $ch

JOIN QUERIES. Temporal joins on multiple XML docu-
ments can be expressed in standard XQuery, with additional
conditions to compare if the nodes to be joined have over-
lapping version timestamps.

Due to the temporarily grouped features of our model
[21], we can express powerful temporal queries, and the
need for coalescing is often avoided.

In the above queries, attributes which are represented as
children elements can be easily converted back to attributes,
and vstart and vend can also be filtered in the result as
needed.

5 XML-Published Relational Data

Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMSs)
are now the most popular database systems, and there is
huge amount of information stored in relational tables. To
support information exchange via XML, relational tables
are published as XML documents, which can then be stored
in XML document warehouses. Thus temporal queries on
the evolution of the database tables can now be expressed in
XQuery on these web data warehouses.

Figure 5 shows a sample table of the history of employ-
ees, summarizing the changes of the employee relation
over time. Assuming that the snapshots of this relation were
published as XML documents, and the history of these doc-
uments were kept in our data warehouse, then we obtain the
XML document shown in Figure 6.

The representation used in Figure 6 is a temporally
grouped data model [21]. Clifford, et al. [21] show that
temporally-grouped models are more natural and power-
ful than temporarily-ungrouped ones. Temporal groups are
however difficult to support in the framework of flat rela-
tions and SQL. Thus, many approaches were instead pro-
posed that on timestamping the tuples of relational tables.
These approaches incur into several problems, including the

coalescing problem [40]. TSQL2’s approach [40] tries to
reconcile the two approaches[21], and is based on an im-
plicit temporal model that suffers from several problems,
discussed in [19].

Our model supports temporal grouping by taking advan-
tage of the richer structure of XML documents, and the ex-
pressive power of XQuery. Figure 6 is the XML represen-
tation of the temporal relations based on our model. (Al-
though not needed at the logical level, we also show here the
attributes nstart and nend; these are durable node numbers
used for the implementation, as discussed later in Section 6.
These numbers are only needed for supporting queries on
these documents, not for expressing them.)

There are obvious advantages in our approach, which
allows us to express temporal queries in XQuery without
requiring the introduction of special temporal constructs
in the language. For instance, the basic temporal pro-
jections, snapshot queries and joins on the employee re-
lation(name,title,salary,dept) and the dept relation (name,
chair) can be expressed as follows:

Q1. Temporal projection: retrieve the salary of employee
“Bob” on 1996-01-31:

for $s in document("employees.xml")
/employees/employee[name=’Bob’]/salary

return snapshot( $s, "1996-01-31")

Q2. Snapshot queries: retrieve the employees on 1996-01-
31:

for $e in document("employees.xml")/employees
return snapshot( $e, "1996-01-31")

Q3. Joins: find the chair of employee ’Bob’ on 1996-01-31:

for $e in document("employees.xml")
/employees/employee[name=’Bob’]

for $d in document("depts.xml")/depts/dept
let $et := snapshot($e,"1996-01-31")
let $dt := snapshot($d,"1996-01-31")
where not empty($et) and not empty($dt)

and $et/dept = $dt/name
return $dt/chair



Name Salary Title DateofBirth Start Stop
Bob 60000 Assistant Provost 1945-04-09 1995-01-01 1995-06-01
Bob 70000 Assistant Provost 1945-04-09 1995-06-01 1995-10-01
Bob 70000 Provost 1945-04-09 1995-10-01 1996-02-01
Bob 70000 Professor 1945-04-09 1996-02-01 1997-01-01

Figure 5. A sample employee table

<employee vstart="1995-01-01" vend="1996-12-31" nstart="200" nend="2400">
<name vstart="1995-01-01" vend="1996-12-31" nstart="300" nend="500">Bob</name>
<salary vstart="1995-01-01" vend="1995-05-31" nstart="700" nend="800">60000</salary>
<salary vstart="1995-06-01" vend="1996-12-31" nstart="700" nend="800">70000</salary>
<title vstart="1995-01-01" vend="1995-09-30" nstart="1000" nend="1400">

Assistant Provost </title>
<title vstart="1995-10-01" vend="1996-01-31" nstart="1000" nend="1400">Provost </title>
<title vstart="1996-02-01" vend="1996-12-31" nstart="1000" nend="1400">Professor</title>
<DateofBirth vstart="1995-01-01" vend="1996-12-31" nstart="1600" nend="2000">

1945-04-09</DateofBirth>
</employee>

Figure 6. V-Document of employee relations

6 Efficient Implementation

In the logical model of our scheme, the V-Document is
first clustered by the document structure, and then by the
change history. In order to achieve efficient support for
document retrieval and querying, a different storage orga-
nization is needed, as shown in [16]. In fact, the logical
arrangement shown in Figure 2 must be supported in physi-
cal organization as shown in Figure 7. First, all elements of
the first version are stored at the beginning, and the deltas
in the following versions are appended. So the storage is
first clustered by vstart, and secondly by the order of the el-
ements in the document (thus, the opposite with respect to
the logical representation).

To efficiently support version reconstruction and com-
plex queries, we improve this basic organization with
Usefulness-based clustering and the SPaR node numbering
scheme.

Usefulness-based Clustering. UBCC scheme [13, 16]
clusters the objects of a version into a new page if the per-
centage of valid objects in a page(Usefulness) falls below a
threshold; thus the worst-case I/O cost for version retrieval
is greatly decreased. UBCC can be applied to our scheme
as well. Since the records for a given version are clustered,
reconstructing the document at a version only requires to
retrieve the pages that were useful at that version [17]. The
retrieved elements are then ordered according to their DNN
numbers (discussed next).

Numbering Scheme. An XML document can be viewed
as an ordered tree consisting of tree nodes (elements). A
pre-order traversal number can be used to identify the ele-

ments of the XML tree [41, 27, 33, 17]. The SPaR(Sparse
Preoder and Range) numbering scheme [17] uses durable
node numbers (DNN, range) that can sustain frequent up-
dates, which is first proposed in [27]. Thus the interval
[dnn(X), dnn(X)+range(X)] is associated with element X,
and we represent it as [nstart, nend] in the V-Document(
Figure 6).

Support for Complex Queries. The use of DNN also fa-
cilitates the maintenance of indexes on multiversion docu-
ments. In fact by using DNNs, efficient indexing schemes
[17] and query processing algorithms [16, 18] can be used
to support complex queries on multiversion documents.
For instance, multiversion B-Trees (MVBT) [7] indexing is
used to support complex queries. The scheme [16] supports
conventional and path expression queries.

7 Conclusions

Version management plays a very important role in XML
document archives and Web warehouses, and the prob-
lem of efficiently managing versioned documents and sup-
porting complex queries poses interesting challenges for
database researchers. One of the issues is how to represent
a multiversion document as an XML document that can be
viewed by XML browsers and support complex queries in-
cluding temporal ones, expressed in XQuery, the coming
XML query standard.

We have shown that indeed the data definition and ma-
nipulation framework of XML and XQuery can support
temporal models and historical queries significantly better
than the traditional framework of relational tables and SQL.



<employee vstart="1995-01-01" vend="1996-12-31" nstart="200" nend="2400">
<name vstart="1995-01-01" vend="1996-12-31" nstart="300" nend="500">Bob</name>
<salary vstart="1995-01-01" vend="1995-05-31" nstart="700" nend="800">60000</salary>
<title vstart="1995-01-01" vend="1995-09-30" nstart="1000" nend="1400">

Assistant Provost</title>
<DateofBirth vstart="1995-01-01" vend="1996-12-31" nstart="1600" nend="2000">

1945-04-09</DateofBirth>
</employee>
<salary vstart="1995-06-01" vend="1996-12-31" nstart="700" nend="800">70000</salary>
<title vstart="1995-10-01" vend="1996-1-31" nstart="1000" nend="1400">Provost</title>
<title vstart="1996-02-01" vend="1996-12-31" nstart="1000" nend="1400">Professor</title>

Figure 7. Storage organization

Current implementation work includes using the ap-
proach described in [17, 16] which is based on Usefulness-
based Clustering and using indexing techniques based on
Durable Node Number schemes.
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